DOOR HARDWARE

The little things that make a difference

DOOR HARDWARE?

Door Hardwares are accessories that are installed on a door for the following reasons:

- Provide Security
- Prevent Damage
- To ensure there is no obstructions to an exit in case of an emergency

There are different door hardware for residential use and different door hardware for commercial use.
RESIDENTIAL USE
- Peep Holes
- Door Chains
- Door Stops
- Door Numbers
- Cabinet Handles
- Cabinet Knobs
- Residential Hinges
- Cabinet Hinges
- Door Closers
- Flushbolts
- Pull/ Push Handles
- Weather Strips
- Surface Bolts and many more

COMMERCIAL USE
- Commercial Door Stops
- Commercial Grade Hinges
- Door Closers
- Commercial Flushbolts
- Panic Bars
- Pull Handles
- Push/ Kick Plates
- Commercial Weather Strips
- Thresholds
- Lock Cylinders
- Commercial Door locks
- Door signage
- Surface Bolts and many more
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